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TEACHER TRAINING

By BENJAM1N W. FRAMER

Npeciali.vt in Teache? Training, Bureau of Education

CONTENTR.Definition and scope of teocher trainingIncreased professionalization ofteaching and of teacher training- -Growth in nvinber of teachers colleges, school2of education, and other training agencies--State control of teacher trainingFinancial supportThe teacher-training staffIncreased supply of trained teachersin relation to the demand--The raising of State certification requirementsSelectivemeasures applied to applicnnts for trainingRovision and. congtruction of the cur--7riculumThe training schoolImprovement of faculty instructionTeacher place-mentTraining of teachers In serviceConclusion

Among_ the outstanding trends.in teacher training.during the bi-
enniuni 1926-192S may be noted onie tendencies which haTe been
growing vumulatively in force for about. two decades. Smile of
these tendencies, as reporkd by responsible officials of the institutions
which train teachers and by State departments of education, or which
are disclosed by examination of research studies, reports, and other
publications in the field, are the following:

1. Development of a clearer conception of the definition, scope,
and obiectives of teacher training.

2. Increased professionalization of teaching and of teacher
training.

3. Growth in number of teachers colleges, and schools and colleges
of education.

4. Increase in direct State control of teacher-training agencies and
the consequent development of more unified and effective State
teacher-training programs.

5. Increase in financial support of institutions and agencies which
train teachers.

6. Raising of standards of qualifications for the staks of the train-ing lbstitutions.
Increase in the number of traind teachers in relation to the

number of teaching positions available.
& Raising of state certification requirements.
9. °Development of a greater' degree of selectivity in the choice of

trainees.
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2 BIENNIAL SURVEY OF EDUCATION, 1926-1928

10. Improvement of teacher-training curricula.
it Development of training school facilities and offeririgs.
12. Improvement of instruction in the training institutions.
13. Development of more effective institutional facilities for the

placement of teachers.
14. Enlargement and increa.sed di e fication of training-in-service

programs.

DEFINITION AND SCOPE OF TEACHER TRAINING

What constitutes a trained teacher? The answer changes with
each decade. In round numbers. 1,000,000 teachers at the present
time are required to instruct sonatt hing like 32,(.4)0,000 children and
adults in the classrooms of this country. In a great viiriety of ways

and to varying degrees of completeness these teachers have all been
" trained " for their work. Among the States having 75 per cent or

more of their public-school teachers with preparation equivalent to
two years beyond secondRry education are: Connecticut, Arizona,

Massachusetts, Califoinia, New Jersey, Rhode Island, New York,
Utah, Oregon, and perhaps a few others. About. eight States have
less than 25 per cent of their teachers with two years of college-
grade training. These percentages are 'Approximate only, as d'ata

are`extremely difficult to secure. The typical State the country over

probably has slightly less tWan 50 per cent of its teachers with two

years of training above secondary education.
" Standards" of training also vary among different groupg of

teachers. Typically, a graduate of a .2-Pyear normal school, or a

teacher with equivalent training, with one or more years experience

in teaching, will meet the standards for the elementary schools of

the average American city at the present time. In the elementary
schools of a few of the wealthier or more progressive cities and

States, and in the accredited high schools, a bachelor's degree, in-
çluding work in professional education courses, is considered the

standard for an adequately trained teacher. This is a tentative

minimum standard for all teachers often suggested by educators.

In the colleges and universities, a trained teacher may possess vary-

ins amounts of academic or technical training ranging from one to

ttee years of graduate work, but typically, neither experience in

teaching nor training in professional education is required: h
typical rural élementary schools a high-school graduate with about a

year's additional work in education and academic subject matter is,

accepted as a trained teacher.. In most colored elementary schools

the requirements are still lower.
The naaire of the cultural, technical, and professional subject

matter, which constitute part of the equipment of teachers, likoS

a
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TEACHER TRAINING

wise varies greatly among the many Tes of instructors. Teacher
training includes . cultural elements but its aim is not primarily
cultural. Objection is sometimes made to the term "teacher train-
ing." The term " teacher education," however, is also inadequate. A
teacher must possess not only scholarship; he must be able also
to exercise the skills of a Practitioner. Actual practe work with
children for the development of teaching skills is a distiniguishing
element in the Preparation of teach9rs. The training of teachers
is conducted on varying levels; but the professional training ordi-
narily given a public-schoo1 teacher is not the equivalent of that
commonly demanded for medicine or law. The term "professional
°education " should be the ideal one. but it does not apply to much
of the work of the teacher-training high schools and of the county
normal schools.

The general pOlic often thinks of teacher training as referring
to thd work in professional education only. Skill in the use of an
ample and well-selected body of subject matter k perhaps, an even
more important element in the training of a teacher. Ideally, a
teacher should be at home in all the common fields of human knowl-
edge. Preeminently, he should be in tlw finest sense a. person of
culture. The teachier trainer is interested, too, i4the development
of scores of marginal abilities and traits, such as those included
under the loose terms " personality " or " character."

A marked tendency during recent years is to define teacher train-
ing in terms of its immediate objective, which is specific preparation
for a very definite type of teachings sup.ervisory, or administrative
service. Teacher training can not be well understood nor confidently
undertaken apart from a thorough knowledge of the requirements
of the specific positions to be filled. This is a scientific basis upon
which to build a training program.

Teacher training, then, consists in the provisi o of opportunities
for a prQopective teacher to acquire the requisite body of knowledge,
the professional attitudes, the teaching skills, and the capabilities
for future growth, which are demanded by the specific requirementsof the position to be filled.

INCREASED PROYESSIONALIZATION OF TEACHING AND OF
TEACHER TRAINING

The increased professionalization of teaching and of teacher train-
ing is a notewirthy tendency of the past few years; it has been
relatively a shoh time since almost anyone who wishecrto realize alittle money out of a high-school education could secure a job in
the. schools. Since progress in teacher training is intimately associa-ited with progress in public education as a whale;gome tendencies

,
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4 BIENNIAL SURVEY OF EDUCATION, 1926-1928

toward the professionalization of public-school teaching are of
interest. Such teaching more and more partakes of ihe nature of
the learned professions of medicine, law, and theology. The mem-
bers of vth recognized professions are licensed, or are otherwise
differentiated from the biity by recognized authority. Teaching has
been characterized during recent years by decich;dly improved stand-
ards.of certification. Again, professional workers enjoy certain
advantages in tenure, and usually are able to accumulate enough to
retire in some comfort, or are the beneficiarios of retirement or
pension laws. The increase in tenure and retirement lAws for
teachers has been iliarked during the biennium.

Further, a professional organiiiition usually insiks that its mem-
bers give reasonable observance to ah established coae of ethics.
Coles of ethics for teachers are constantly formulated, and the
general underlying principles in the best of these codes are well
understood and reasonably well observed by most teachers.

Public recognition chaxacteri.Les professional work ; one indication
of public recognition of workers is the amount the public is willingto
Pay for their services. The. average teacher's salary has more than
doubled during the past decade; the increase ranges from slightly
over $600 to $1,300. Even when the decreased purchasing power of
the dollar is considered, cultural and professional improvecent are
flow more nearly within the means of the teacher. Again, well-estab-
lished professional Organizations among professional workem 'are
almost. universal. The enrollment. in the National Edit-cation Associa-
tion hts increased from 10,104 in 1918 to 181,350 in 1928, and in State
education associations from 200,000 in 1917 16 more than IV5000 in
1927. Finally, adequate and distinctive professional training, specific
in nature to meet the need: of specific positions,. must be given
workers in order that they may render the expert service 'which
perhaps is tilt; chief characteristic of a profession. Such profes4ona1
training, the better teacher-training institutions now afford.

Probably tio one factor in the upbuilding of truly'professional work
in the training institutions is more inwortant than scientific study
and rese'arch in teacher training and in related aspects of education.
Many reseals& agencies are contributing to the increasing body of
knowledge available. One measure of the inciease in re.search iu
teacher training during the past decade may be found in the number
of master's and doctor's theses produced in this field.* In 1917, W. S.
Monroe reports one doctor's thesis in the field of teacher training;
in 1927, 20 were listed for the single year. In 1917, 13 master's
theses 1:7ere produced ; in *1927, 100.. During the decade, a total
of. /6 doctor's thesPs and 386 master's theses were repo.rted in the
field of teacher training, or in closely related fields. Nearly half of

_ -
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TEACI1ER TRAINING

the. total numixr of bot h kinds of theses reported during the decade
were produced during the past two years----a remarkable contribution
for such a limited peripd.

Comparatively little research in education is undertaken in the
normal schools and teachers colleges in comparison with the amount
of research carried on in the large Folleges and schools of education
in the universities.. The reasons are fairly obvious. The offerings
of the 2-year normal schools are of the lower collegiate level -only.
Instruction On graduate level's is offered in perhaps not over a half-
dozen of the State teack;rs colleges. State funds lor research
111 tile newly established teachers colleges flave been strictly limited,
and neither adequate personnel nor material facilities for thorough-

.
Ftrthermore,going research program) have been provided. the

concep,tion;is still commonly held thaf teacher-training institutions
have a specific training ..frtinction which precludes the -undertaking
by these institutions of work that traditionally has been held to be
the somewhat exclusive prerogfitive of the universities.

While several teachers colleges, which are financially or otherwise
in a position to do so, are making uppreciable progress in the field
of research, a still larger number of inititutions are neglecting
abundant opportunities to carry through most profitable scientific
or semicientific studies of their o-%Tn inFtitutional problems. As a
first step, institutional officials shoüld establish adequate channels
Qirough which infornllitioniconcerning the Thnctioning of their own
institfitions could be promptly secured. The teaching load of a
few qualified staff members could be reduced and such individuals
init, to work on institutional problems.

As the number and complexity of research productions inOrease,
the gulf widens between the research worker in education and the
1)ractition0. in the public schools. Experienced teacher trainers
who are also skilled interpreters of scientific findings are increase
ingly in demand. The average classroom teacher reads publications
devoted to practical teaching devices rather than: technical and
scientific articles and books. Prospective teachers are now given
more instruction in up-to-date institutions in tile, more easily ap-
plied principles and techniques of reswrch applied to classroom
activities.

Thee American Association of Teachers Èkileges, after consider-
able preliminary work in the formulation of standards and in _the in-
spection . of teachers fbolleges, adopted in February, 1928, a list of
accredited institutipns, including 65 class A teachers colleges, 7 classI junior teachers colleges, .and 3 class B junior colleges. Changes
in si:vc ards are adopted from time to time, arid the lists of institu-
tions will be enlarged or otherwim changed from year to year in

p.
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keeping with the observance by the institutions of the standards
ndopted. The steady pressure exerted by the association on the
teachers colleges and normal schools during recent years is undoubt-
edly one of %the outstanding factors contributing to tilO development
of teacher training as a professional activity.

Among other oronizations which contribute directly to the gen.-
eral professional advancement of teacher training may be mentioned
fhe Natiomil Society of College Teachers of Elucation, the .Asso-
ciation of Departments of Education in State Universities and
Land-Grant Coller'es. tbe City Teacher-Training S.chool Section of
the National Education Association. and the *National Association
of Supervisors of Student Teaching. So closely related is teacher
training to the whole field of professional ilducation that almost
every active professional organization (If educafors contributes in
some way to the general upbuilding of professional teacher training.

GROWTH IN NUMBER OF TEACHERS COLLEGES, SCHOOLS OF
EDUCATION, AND OTHER TRAINING AGENCIES

The outstanding trends in the growth of teacher-training insti-
tutions are the continued increase in the number of teftchers col-

leges, the decrease in the number of State and county nor la] schools,
and the general expansion of offering's by almost. every type of train-
ing agency. Some of these tendencies may be noted below:

Number of training institutions

Year

sef

191(.)-20
1921-V
1923-24
1925-26
1977-28

Teachers
colleges

46
80

101
137

State
normal
s;hools
(inclu(l-

Inv 3 -year
institu-
tions)

Private
nornial
schools

60

67
64
50

City
normal
schools

33
34
20
27
28

County
normal
schools

96
95
90

1013

46

The 36 iustitutions added to the list of teachem colleges in 1927-28
are distributed over 15 States. Most of the 4-year iristitutions were
developed from 2 and 3 yfar normal schools by the addition of a
year or two of work. Whnth6 2-year curriculum is usually retainel,
in the 4-year organization of courses, the number of 2-year norma
schools is constantty decreasing. There is a prevailing belief that
four years' work, including professional training, should constitute
the minimum preparation for eleingntary teachers. In 1920 two-fifths
of all students enrolled- in teacher-training institutions were enrolled
in teachers colleges. In 1928 three-fourths of all students in teacher-

t

88

137
110
108
102
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TEACHER TRAINING 7
training institutions, as a result of the increase in number of 'teachers
colleges, were enrolled in the 4-year teachers tollege,s.

The number of institutions which train teachers as a secondary
or incidental function can not be definitely stated ; by far the larger
number of Hp .nximately 975 colleges, jimior colleges, apd universi-
ties contribute to the training of teachers, supervisors, and administra-
tors for American schools. Many of the small liberal arts colTeges and
junior colleges, having discovered that as many as half or more of
their graduates enter teaching, are setting up training programs to
meet State certification requirements. Most of °the State universities,
land-grant ceeges. and irmen's colleges, and many of the large
private higher institutions of learning have well-developed depart-
ments1 schools, or colleges of education; and it is in the graduate
schools of sitch institutions that most educational leaders receive their
advanced training. Many of the State teachers colleges are develop-
ing regular training programs for secondary-school teachers, as in
New Jersey. Graduate work is also 1mdertaken by the teacheis
colleges as increased State support is provided. These lines of. devel-
opment. have in, some Si Mes reawakeued the sold question of the
limits to b'e set to expanon among State-supported higher institu-
tions of learning offering similar work.

A Continua,' decrease in the amount of subcollegiate work offered
by the traiping institutions is reported. Such work is tolerated in
imgressive schools chiefly to serVe a diminishing group of ill-trained
but mature teachers. The organization of the college work is now
kept distinct from that of the work of secondary grade. Çonsider-
able demand for the matinuance of this type of training still comes
from backward sections not Tet able or ready to pay the salaries
demanded by normal-school graduates.

A lively discussion has been carriel on during,the biennium con-
cerning the function tind probable future of the teacher-training
high school and of the co'unty nornial school. A few States, such as
Michigan Ad Wisconsin, have county normal schools. About half
the States of the Union have establMed, o'r recognized in State law,
teacher-tratiing courses or departments in high schools. Several
States with excellent standard normal schools or teachers colleges
maintairi such training units. Cours'es in education are offered in
wioreathan 3,000 high schools located in almost every State. The
teacher-training objective, however, is not commonly foremost in siich
schools.

The demand. for the type of training which is offered by the county
or local high-school teacher-training unit arises largely through the
deman'd for teachers at very low salaries. in' rural and semirural sec-
lions." 1A large proportion of the teachers in the colored schools 6180

56821$ ;---21)-7-2 osb
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BIENNIAL SURVEY OF EDVCATrON, 1926-1928

receive training of secondary grade only. There are, undoubtedly,
needs for teachers in some' localities which are not rupt by training
institutions which Offer work only on higher professional 1evq,V
Teaeher-colkge graduates will not accept the salaries and living
conditions in many ATral sections.

About half the State superintendents or State officials concerned
are more or less actively oppos7(1 to. th(i county or high-school training
unit. It. is indorsed without qualification by very few State depart-
ments. The remainder accept the unit on its merits as an expedient
that they would like to think is temporary. The number of States
which will accept high-school graduation as sufficient scholastic
preparation for teaching has decreased approximately 15 per cent
during the past five years. A marked decre, as in Ohio, in the
number of county teacher-training units is reported over the bien-
nium. The tenchbncy 1s againA a general increase in numbQrs of
teacher-training high schools and county normals.

Suitable types of regular norInal school or tactiter college train-
ing may be adapted to meet the needs of the rural or other communi-
ties that. actually suffer from a scarcity of teachers, but temporary
concessions to necessity should not Obscure the ultimate goal of full
professional training of collegiate grade for every teacher.

Enrollment of teachers in summer schools during tile. biennium
reached the highest point in the history of the sunimer school move-
ment. An estim Li.' has been mule that at least one teacher in four
each year attends sessions of this convenient training agency. The
summer terms range from 5 to 1 weeks in length. A steady increase
is reported in the ninnber of instittions with the longer terms, and
of institutions which make the summer t(rm an integral part of the
regular session. Pritctically all the teachers colleges and the ma-,
jority of the normal schools offer work during.summc;r sessions. An

. increasing number of tecbnical schools, universities, and liberal arts
colleges make special provisions during the summer., months for
teachers by offering courses in education and IN general subject mat-.
ter. Well-known educators are in constant drmand for such work.
A dozen or more of the miaiversities and other institutions in th6 lead-
ng countries of Europe and South America now definitely bid for

the attendance of Amerian teachers; examples aNiOxford Univer-
sity, The Sorbonne, University of Buenos Aires, University of Brazil,
and the Univerty of Nfexieo. The numk;r of such institutions is
steadily increasing.

Growth in the number of sohools, colleges, and equivalent major
divisions of education has beep an outstanding tendency during the
'mist decade. More than three-fourths of the State universities now
have schools or colleges of education; approximately half of these
schools or colleges have been organized within the past decade. Some

8
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TEACHER TRAINING 9
of the advantages claimed for thi typo of Organization are: The
teacher-training policies and programs are determined by the tokacher
trainers themselves, and not primarily by specialists in subject-matter
fields; the professi.onai school has exclusive control Of the necessary
professilmal advisemenLof students; the teacher-training curricula
are determined by those whp should be it) L position to) decide what
know1edge,6s1ci11s, :ulil attitudes a teacher should haeve; and there is
a greater possibility Of proper teacher placement and follow-up work.
After the organization Of a school or colle,(re of education, however,
a problem still remains. Typically Jive-sixths to seven-eightL of a
teacher's preparation in college or university is in strictly academic
or technical subject-matter fields other than education, -and therefore
most of the trainin!r of the prospective tearter is usi.lahlv done by
instructors outside the school or college of education. Hence the
administrative prohlem arises as to the hest ways and means. of
Organizing a genuine profesional program Of training extendiv
over four years of work.

A. rather difficult problen presented in mamy universities and
colleges in which teacher trai P ing is ()11(11.41 in a ntuftber of sepa-
rated department. Many of the staff members who teach academicr technical sbject matter quite naturally have little iwerest in
the field of professional education I n' of teacher training and often
-have had the additional academic, &Artist of a new subject-matter

'field. On the other hand, the claims of some of ihe earlier followers
of the new science pf educat 'um were characterized more by the
exuberance of adolescence thanby the humility of experieniT.. All
this Nould have led to more or less salutary exchanges of opin¡on
and consequent benefit to all concerned, had not the matter been
confused by the bane of college administrationfwerdepart mental-
ization. Tilt; free ventilation of the minds of faculty members by
the cross currentsof thought and attitude prevailing in ar institu-
tion of higher learning has been shut off. too often by high admin-
istrative walls. The relative amyunt of financial support to he
accorded the. several departments of the institution, the chbvelopnwnt
of curricula, the determination of lines of administrative authority,
and agreemvt, on the litajor division W11 trainees shall regi4er,
become uncivilly troublesome problems.

Institutional autimrities who have 1)eibn most successful in estab-lishing harmonicms and fruitful. relationships among separated de-
partments engaged in tvacher training have first, of all assumed
definite responsibility for such relationships. It is true that, superio
personalities among staff members go far toward cotiipetsating for
deficiencies of institutional organization. With somA3 fine souls,
almost any type of organixation seems workable. But wise admin-istrators,.with modern personnel methods in mind, are learning to

in
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protect their staff mewbers from undue hindrances in the prQgre* of
their work and from strain in their personal and professional
relationships.

STATE CONTROL OF TEACHER TRAINI4G

A growing tendency is noted for the State departments of educa-
tion to assume a greater measure of direct control over the State-
supported teacher-training institution, and this tendency is in-
directly affecting the teacher-trainino- programs of private institu-
tions. The State is, of course, the ultimate authority over all State-

it supported public e(lucation,.altholigh so much authorit.y has been
delegated in the past to loc;1 units that not a few teacher-training
and other higher institutions have Operated in " splendid isolation
and majesty." .

The rem,ons are apparent for the azulpption by many of the Stale
departments of measures of authority commensurate with their re-
sponsibility. The task of supplying the increasing number of new
teachers required yearly in the publi'c schools has become extremely
heavy; standards for teachers' qualifications have become higher;
the character of traininT agencies has become more diverse; con-
flicts instead of unity of effort have often arisen among training
institutions; the administration of certification regulations has be-
come more difficult ; and the amount of State fun(ts allotted the
several institutions has become much greatei-, necessitating more
supervision over expenditures of such funds

In 1900 Only one State exercised direct supervision by professional

Ausetts,Indiana, tassach New York, N th arolina, Ohio, Pennsyl-
or'6O..staff officers of teacher training.. La Alabama, Conntcticut,

vania, Virginia, and West Virginia had regular divisions or bureaus
of teacher training. Teacher-training work in high schools is com-
monly supervised in some degree by the State department. Direct
State control of the certification of teachers had just begun in 1900;
now three-fourths of the States exercise such function, and all the
remainder of the States offer some kind of oversight or semiprofes-
sional supervision over the certification of teachers.

Some of the most common functions now undertaken by the
State departments which affect teacher training aye: (1) The certifi-

. ration of teachers; (2) the Promotion or direction of conferences
and group meetings of teacher trainers; (3) direction or supervision
of extension, reading circle, and other forms of in-service training;
(4) accreditmkt of teachers from other States; (5) inspection of
tiacher-training institutions; (6) placemefit of teachers; (7) advise-
ment in the selection of the teacher-training staff, including the
president or principal of the institution; and (8) the conduct of a

.
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TEACHER TRAINING 11
large variety of miscellangous activities, such as informal advisory
services to the institution.

Supervision of instruction by the State. and by counties, cities,
and other local units, is really a form of teacher training; the growth
of such work is one of the major tendencies of the century in
education.

In 1926, 10 States had established the position of State director
of teacher training. This important office serves to coordinate the
teacher-training activities of the department of education and
usually to afford some degree of professional guidance and service
to the training institutions. A continued growth in the number of
such offices is to be expected ; only Nvith the development of highly
trained professional stairs is much genuine asistance in the 'pro-
fes;ional tmtivities of the teacher-training institutions to be expected
of the State depattments. AV i thout such staffs only gen.eral clerical,
inspectorial, or statistical work is possible.

Constant Opportunity is afforded the State departments of educa-
tion to contribute materially to the professional teacher-training
programs of the country. There is a constant demand for the scien-
tific upbuilding of certification requirenwnts. There must be some
degree of uniformity within the several States in the entrance and
graduation regyinAments for curricula leading to specific teaching
certificates. Alinimum requirements must, be established for such

subjects asInusiv, art, physical education, and so on.
The definite limits to State department. activity have nOt so far

been established. Sudi limits are at presentrgely conditioned
by the financial support accorded the department by the State, and
the consequent size and professional qualifications of the staff. The
qualifications of the typical State director of teacher training include
graduate training equivalent to that. required for the M. A. degree,
and six or eight years practical experience in teaching or other public
school work.

op.

The development .by the State department of professional leader-
ship, as well as of admiiiistrative authority, is a marked tendency of
recent 'years. The development of such leadership has become most
desirable, for the job of raising standards in teacher trainines and
of coordinating such activities in a State is tedious and complex.
Professional knowlitrige and some courage are, demanded to unify
the diverse teacher-training programs of strong and well-entrenched
institutions oigher learning, while small and weak teacher-.

training iisti i Ions may often profit- by professional assistance.
The relationships of teacher-training agencies to the Federal

Government steadily become more significant and fruitful. The
Bureau of Educatjon, the Federal Board for 'Vocational Education,
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and other agencies of the Federal Government have rapidly en-
larged their programs of service to the educational public. In the
Bureau of Education, a variety of Professional services is offered
in addition to the usual service of collecting and disseminating
statistics and other data on education. A. specialist in teacher
training was appointed during the biennium. A survey of the land-
grant colleges was begun. A part of this surv,ey includes a detailed
investigation of vocational and other forms of teacher training in
69 institutions located in every State in the Union.

FINANCIAL SUPPORT

The property valuation of normal schools and tachers colleges
has increased more than one-third auring the past decade. Ten
years ago there were about half a dozen teachers colleges with
Nraluations of a million dollars or more,' now -there are more than
a score of such institutions Eight or nine tea('heI's colleges have
valuations of from two to three mil4ion dollars each. In 10 years
approximately 50 schools show incomes increased by 200 per cent,
or more; at least two show an increase of from 1,000 to 1,400 per
cent. The receipts from the States for maintenance and capital
outlay have likewise greatly increased. Examples of the most
liberplly supported institutions are the State Normal College at
Ypsilanti, Mich., which reports for 1928-29 a total of $887,855 from
the State for maintenance. $250,000 for perManent improvements,
and some additional income from other than Siate funds; Western
State Teachers College at Kalamazoo, Atich., reports $867,000
receipts for maintenance; and State Teachers College, Cedar Falls,
Iowa, reports $633;00 receipts from the State for maintenance, a
moderate sum for permanent improvements, and $200,000 from
sources other than Stbaie funds.

Teachers colleges and normal chools in 1928 reported $22,171,374
in endowments. Gifts and bequests in 1926 ah.nounted to $8,728.950--
nearly five tines the amount in 1924. Lafer data are not available.

Ilecent efforts have been made to calculate expenditures on a
unit basis with some interesting resillts. The cost of giving a
teachers college student nine months tritining, in terms of current
expense, is reported to be over six times as great in one ipstitution
as in another in a different State. The size of the studerit body
determines much of this difference. Current expenditure's per
student in teachers colleges are typically nearly twice as great in
institutions with less than 400 enrollment as in schools of more
than 1,700 enrollment. The approximaTe median annual cost per
pupil to the State in terms of current expense is about $300 in
normal schools, and WO in the teachers colleges. .
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The 'expenses of students in teachers colleges and normal schools
are lower than in any other type of higher educational institution.
According to a study made in the Bureau of Education, ininimum
expenses in the teachers colleges average $335 per year, covering
tuition, fees, board, room: and incidentals. More than one-fourth
of the men and one.-sixth of the women work at outside occupations
during -term time and earn half a million dollars annually. Eleven
per cent of the men and 4 per cent of the women are ntirely self-
---upporting. The percentage of students who work at outside occupa-
tions is much less in téachers colleges than in other types of higher
institutions; many, however, earn additional nioney by teaching at
intervals before graduation.

THE TEACHER-TRAINING STAFF

In the teachers colleges and normal schools a distinct effort is
made to raise standards of traiNing for staff members. In Cali-
fornia, for instance, three-fourths of the teachers college faculty must
possess master's degrees or higher by 1930. The departments,
schools, and colleges of education of the universities and other higher
institutions are now qualitatively as well staffed, except for training
supervisors, as the academic departments. The practice a few years
ago, when trained men in education were hard to secure, was to pick
instructors from almost any related subject-matter field, such as
philosophy and psychology, for work in the new field of education."
Abundant trained personnel is now available.

Much room for improvement still exists in the training of the
staff of the normal schools and teachers colleges. The typical teacher-
training institution has less than 10 per cent of its faculty with the
doctor's &Tree, and less than half of the typical staff have the
master's or doctor's degree. In teaching experience the showing is
more favorable; training supervisors, for instance, average nearly 13
years' experience in public-Ischool work. The loNN: scholastic standard,
however, for training supervisors and demonstration teachers, one-
fourth of whom do not hold the bachelor's degree, has been a cause
for constant dissatisfaction. If the training school is to be the heart
of the institution, the staff should at least equal the other members
of the faculty in training, salary, and faculty rank.

Ther American Association of Teachers Colleges sets as a minimum
standard of training for members of the faculty who give instruc-
tion in the college departments at least a year of graduate studyin their respective fields, with recommendations4 for even higher
standards; while the immediate requirement for teachers in the
training salool is the bachelor's degree, with eventual training
equal to that of tefichers in the regular college departments.

"
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The standards of the American Association of Teachers Colleges
are not fixed, but are constantly rising. As a result, the steady pres-
sure exerted upon the training institutions to raise the mount of
training of their fac ulties has evoked much discuss6. Most objec-
tions offered to the increasing quantitative requirements for training'
are based on the fai_at that it diMcult to secure really superior teach-
ers who possess the doctor's degree for the salaries most training insti-
tutions can affoi:d to pay. No one can intelligently question the'
value to a college instructor of ample schplarship of tlw riuht sort.

The objections raised to the nature of the training whit the
teachers college faculty member secures in the universities should
receive a \I1iI)atlÌ(1tl(b hearing by the large graduate schools and col-
leges. Th'e average staff member in the teachers college is given little
or no opportunity to use the elaborate research techni(iut`ts which he
so laboriously acquired in his graduate training. He is called upon
in the teachers college to instruct young people in superior classroom
teaching, but he is given no training in such work in the. university,
nor is he giveli any particular encouragement. to acquire the art for
himself. He should know a great deal about elementary education,
but the supply of doctors of philosophy adequately equifTed with a
knowledge of this field is entirely insufficient for theTheeds of the
training institutions.

Fortunately, at least two or three of the larger universities which
train teachers have made definite provisions for many of these
specific needs of future instructors in teachers colleges. There is
good reason to believe that. the type of instructors that is in greatest
demand in training institutions will be supplied ii i. more ample
measure in the near future.

The teaching' load of instructors has always been excessive in
training institutions, but it. has been steadily reduced until flOW the
average in accredited institutions is around 16 clock hours per week
of classroom work. This average is slowly diminishing.

Salaries for professors in the teachers colleges and normal schools
which have a system of academic ranking have increased during
the biennium about 11 per cent ; the salaries of faculty members with
less than the rank of profesor, 10 per cent. The increase in the
salaries of all teachers in the smaller institutions in which a system
of academic ranking is not usually established was 7 per cent.. The
increase in the salaries of training supervisors in both types of in-
stitutions was only 4 per cent in the two years. According to statis-
tics collected by the Bureau of Education at the close of the decade;
the median salary of professors on the basis of nine months' service
is $3,000, to which should be added $450 for summer session work.
The median salary of instructors with less than the rank of pro-
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fessor is $2.200, or $2.600 including summer session work. In insti-
tutioa with no system of academic ranking the median for all teach-
ers is $2,400, or $2,780 including summer school work. The median
salary of training supervisors is $1,875 for nine months, and $2,830
including s'ummer school work. The median' salary of the presiderit
or principal is $6,000. As These data include colored schools, normal
schools, and teachers colleges. a wide range in amounts of salaries
exiqs among the institutions considered. For example.- the salaries,
including perquisites. of the pre.sidents of teacher-training institu-

tions. raDge from $2.700 to $10.000 or more.

INCREASED SUPPLY OF TRAINED TEACHERS IN RELATION TO
THE DEMAND

The existing supply of professionally trained teachers, conceived
in terms of genuine social needs, is totally inadNuate. When con-
:3/4idered in relation to existing certification requirements, and in rela-
tion to the minimum requirenwnts in training demanded for em-
ployment, tlwre is an apparent quantitative oversupply of some types
of teachers at the close of the decade in many sections of the coun-
try. An oversupply of elementary teachers is reported, among other
sections, in portions of New England. as in Massachusetts, and in
the Middle Atlantic States, as in New York.

The number a stuaents 'enrolled in all types of institutions which
train teachers is more than half a million. This is more than 400
per cent greater tha.n the number undergoing training two decades
ago. During the same period, the numbers of teaching positions has
increased by approximately 35 per cent. During the biennium, there
was an increase of em'ollments in perhaps two out of three teachers
colleges and normal schools. The decreases reported in the enroll-
ments of a number of teacher-training, institutions during the bien-
nium are significant. Some institutions have forestalled such de-
creases by making careful studies of local and State needs for be-
ginning teachers, and of redirecting institutional training programs,
accordingly. Such local studies often disclose actual shottages of
trained teachers for certain subjects.

The system,of distribution throughout the country is rather faulty.
Despite the repiitation of teachers as birds of passage, there is now
demand in some quarters for rrfeans of increasing the mobility of
the teaching population. At present four-fifths of the graduates of
a typical teachers' college or normal school obtain their first posi-
tions within VO miles of the institution.

Unless othes4 factors operate, the usual result of ap oversupply of
workers in most occupations is a lowering of wages or salaries.

8 230.21),1
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Educational leaders are hopeful that the prevailing salary schedules
for teachers may be at least maintained at the present levels, and
perhaps increased, as a result of public appreciation of 'the services
of teachers with superior qualifications.' Hence educational leaders
in many States are advancing the standards of qualifications of
teachers by such means as raising State certification requirements,
lengthening the training period, and better efeetion of trainees.
These movemewts necessitate scientific adjustment of salaries and
constructiofi of salary schedules which adequately compensate teach-
ers who have met the requirements of improved standards. Many
progressive ci,ty school systems are now making such adjustment,.
In the rurdl schools, which usually suffer from an undersupply of
well-trained teachers. bitch adjustments have been hastened by the
application in several States of improved equalization programs
in the distribution of State school funds.

The complex problems involved in a consideration of teacher
supply and demand are of major importance to teacher-training
institutions, to State departments, to employers of teachers, and to
the teachers themselves. Among the States which report progress in
the investigation of the difficult problems involved are Arkansas,
California, Illinois, New York, Ohio, and Pennsylvania. The need
is urgent for the establishment of more adequate basic records of
the number of trained teachers of different types and qualificaiions.
and for the initiation of intensive reAarch based upon such records.

RAISING OF STATE REQUIREMENTS FOR CERTIFICATION

Raising of certification requirements among the States is one of
the outstanding tendencies of the biennium. A movement toward
the centralization of the power of certificatioii direct.ly into the hand-;
of the State, instead of allowing such power to remain in the hands
of local districts, counties, and cities, has been proceeding many
years. Thirty years ago only three States issued and controlled all
teachers' certificates. In 1926, 36 State departments exercised such
powers. Certification on the basis of examination continues to de-
crease, while certification on the basis of institutional training con-
tinues to increase. At present, all States grant one or more certifi-
cates primArily on the basis of professional training.

Little uniformity exists among the States as to certification re-
quirements. Such requirements are determined often by local
necessities and traditions. Many of the States give little or no recog-
nition to certificates granted outside their boundaries.

Nearly all the States, in one way or another, are raising standards
by enforcing higher mininugn scholarship requireinents, usually

6:60 - gitb
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extending the application of such requirements over a period of
years. Low-grade certificates, such as those granted on examination
or as temporary credentials, are dispensed with as the supply of
trained teachers is increased. Course requirement's for life certifi-
cates have been raised from two 46 ,three or four years in several
States. There is a tendency in a few localities to abandon alto-
gether the Tife certificate. Among many other States raising stand-
ards for the higher-level certificates may be mentioned Michigan,
Sew York, New Jersey. California, and Colorado.

The raising of certification rOquirements results in a much larger
job for the several types of training agencies; in Pennsylvania, for
example, of more than 8,000 te'achers taking summer courses in the
24 colleges and universities offering accredited work, 80 per cent
during the past year ere completing requirements for converting
their existing teaching/certificates into more advanced credentials.

The good effects of the raising of certification requirements may
be illustrated in almost every State. In Virginia, for instance, the
number of teachers who are normal-school and college graduates has
doubled in the past. five years. The advancement of certification
requirements was one important factor in'this raising of the level
of teacher preparation.

In the formulation of salary schedules teaching experience is often
given more weight than training. Certification requirements, how-
ever, more often raise standards of training than of experience. The
salaries paid teachers eventually determine the amount of training
which it is economically feasilte for teachers to acquire. Many State
departments, however, have not taken full advantage pf present
possibilities for raising .standards by means of increased certifica-
tion requirements. The States that are the last toiraise standards
may be among the first to witness a lowering of teachers' salaries.

The requirements for professional work in education subjects con-
tinue to rise; 16 to 20 semester hours in professional education is the
typical requirement for graduates of colleges who plan to teach in
high scjiools. There is, however, a very wide range of requirements
in this respect among the several States.

Not the least important among tendencies in certification is the
increasing practice of granting certificates for special types of tach-
ing positions. Among these are the several academic subjects, voca-
tional subjects such as agriculture and home economics, nonacademic
subjects such as music and art, and special differentiated grade posi.
tions such as primary, intermediate, and junior high school work.In almost half the States some kinds of spechil certificates for prin

cipals, supervisors, or superintendents are provided.
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SELECTIVE MEASURES APPLWD TO APPLICANTS FOR TRAINING

By far the greater number of officials and instructors of the
teacher-traininfi institutions (lesire more effective selective measures
applied to the increasing number of applicants for training.
Teacher- training-is definitely vocationalized; its aim is not that of
the cultural college: and teachin requires and deserves better per-
sonnel than many other vocations. The quantity 'of hu4an maferial
now available affords a propitious opportunity to insist upon bet-
ter quality. Consequently, a variety of selective measures has been
employed with earying Trees of,effectiveness. A general strength-
ening of formal admi sion reqiiirements by the institutions has been
a desirable first step. The most common measures thereafter
adopted ar.-:

The use of intelligence and other psycholo!rical tests. More
than one-third of the teachers colleges and normal schools now use,
before or after admission, intelligence tests such as those devised by
ttis. 'Ferman, Thurstone, and Thorn( like. It is recognized that the
correlaTion between abstract intelligence and success in teaching.
is not very high, but extremely low intelligence should. as a rule.
mean elimination of the leficient applicant.

2. The recommendation of the applicant's former high-school
I principal ic required in a substantial number of institutions. This

method is limited in usefulness, if such recommendation does not
contain definite information concerning specific traits of the appli-
cant.-

3. Certificates of health are required in about half the institu-
tions. Once largely a formality, the health examination has l)CCOflft
a valuable means, not only of keeping out students of low vitality,
poor health habits. or those handicapped by disease, but it also
affords an important guide for remedial inefk;utes to be undertaken
later bythe institution.

4. More than a dozen teacher-taiiniang institutions require a su-
.highperior scholarship record in hoot before whnission to the

freshman class. A certain percen ge only of the high-school
graduating class, such as the upper 50 per cent, are eligible for
admission to these itl,stitutions.

After admission to theinstitution the selective process is continu-
ous. Nearly half of the teachers colleges at the eml of the first term
or semestér directly or indirectly eliminat, varying proportions of
the unfit, largely on account of poor scholarship., A. minimum num-
ber of "quality points," indicating satisfactory scholastic marks, are
occasionally required for graduation. Students in about a donn
institutions are not admitted to practice teaching who have not
attained a minimum scholastic average. Lack of conformity to coin-
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mon social or ethical standards and voluntary withdrawals account
for some eliminations.

No selective measures have been discovered that alone are satis-
factory. Scientific study of the whole problem is urgently needed.
No scientific method has been discovered by which to measure. ac-
curately most of the human traits which have a direct bearing on
success in teaching. With the very inadequate means at hand, an
extremely coarse siev'e is provided, but a rapidly growing use of
the means we have, or of better means to.be -devised, may be confi-
dently expected in the future.

The consensq of opinion is that the best prediJtive measures of
future teaching%coess are "iatelligence tests, high-school scholarship
marks, and marks made in the training institution.' But the groups
of traits so measured are composites of only a limited number of
abstract intellectual tyaits. A very superior personality or well-
balanced emotional characteristics may often compensate for mod-
erate deficiencies in schola'rship. Very few applicants for training,
if any, should be accepted whose mentii, physical, or emotional
deficiencies are decidedly greater than those. typical of thee general
population of the country.

The increasing urbanization of the general populadtion is lea'ding to
certain shifts in the composition of the student body in the training
institutions. Typically, the teacher is country reared, but it is
noticeable at the close'of the biennium that the proportion of trainees
of urban origin igreater than of rural orig,in in several States, such
as Michigan, Pennsylvania, and Massachusetts. The trainees in
municipal normal schools and feachers colleges are, of course, usually
local city students. In the large cities, a considerable number of
teachers are of foreign-born parentatie; in New YOrk City, for ex-
ample, over half the students preparing to teach in the elementary
schools have One or both parents foreign born.

The number of men who are preparing to_teach is slowly increas-
ing. About one teacher in five is a man. About one in severi was
the proportion in 1920. The number of men had been decreasing
steadily for a half century prior to 1920; 50 yeam ago approximately
three-sevenths of the teachers were men. Most men are in publie-
school administrative work, in college teaching, and in high-school
work, especially in certairi vocational subjects. VerST few men are in
elementary school teaching; the proportion is largest in the rural
sthools of the South.

There has been much discussion during the biennium of the fos-
sibilities andalnethods of both educatiwal and professional guidance.
Effective programs in these fields, however, must be based upon
more thoroughigoing research than has yet been made, if these move-

.
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ments are to eventuate in more than expressions of pious hopes. A

detailed knowledge of the fluctuating demands for teachers trained
for specific positions and of the needs of teachers in the field, a

thorough and detailed analysivof the abilities of the student., more
adequate support of institutional placement agencies, and an inten-

t sive and continuous education of employers of teachers in the selec-
tion of teachers trained for specific jobs, are all highly desirable as
elements of thoroughgoing guidance programs for prospiTtive teach-
ers. Me responsibility in, the majority of institutions for the selec-
tion of teaching as a vocation, or of the field of specialization in
education, is placed upon the student; chance 'influences too often
determine his choice. There is a sufficiently large number of fail-
ures and near failures among young teachers to justify much more
careful guidance itfrograms. The prevailing methot i. that of post-

, graduation tryout, is antiquated and extremely wasteful of human
effort and possibilities.

REVISION AND CONSTRUCTION OF THE CURRICULUM

Curricula construction and revision are bringing about one of the
most n9teworthy advances of recent years in teacher training. Es-
tablished textbooks, traditional offerings, and the pronouncements
of subject-matter specialAts are running the fire of critical inspection
and evaluation. Older methods of curriculum construction are being
displaced in part by a newer and more scientific method of procedure,
and many constructi've.achievements are noted..? the fornoilation of
training curricula.

A disposition prevails in the most fruitful curriculum revision
programs to pool the activities and findings of many contributing
agencies. In the first place, an expert curriculum builder plans the
program of revision. The entire. teaching force is usually organized
into a. working body. Numeretus committees select, evaluatql, and
organize curriculum materials. Often officials of several institutions
cooperate in .state-wide curriculum revision Rrograms, as in Okla-
homa, PeRnsylvania., and West Virginia. The educational scientist
is called upon to select and apply many of the techniques of the
study. For instance, be may point out the necessity for determining
the personal traits, the development, of which is essential to a
ieacher, and he may analyze the specific teaching And managerial
activities undertaken in the classroom. An illustration of the work
of the educational scientist is found in the recently completed Com-
monwealth Study. The philosopher and the educational sociologist
outline the broader considerations governing the job of teacher
ing as a whole. The subject-matter specialists assist in the selection
and organization of curriculum materials. The educational
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chologist determines the most effective ways of modifying the mental
and emotional behavior of the prospective teacher and of the chil-
dren whom the teacher will later instruct. The school administrator
decides upon the reldtive amount of financial support to be given the
teaching of each curriculum element. Finally, the expert curriculum
builder brings together and coordinates the activities of all the con-
tributing agencies engaged in the work of curriculum revision.

Remarkable growth continues in quantity, and corresgonding im-
provement is maintained in qbality, of professional education sub-
ject matter. Between one-fifth and one-third of the courses offered
in teachers colleges are in the field of education. In the 4-year
teacher-training curricula of the colleges and universities one-eighth"
to one-sixth of each curriculum, on an average, is in the field of pro-
fessional education. This proportion varies greatly among the

, . higher institutions which are governed largely by the certification
requirercients of the several State departments of education. In the
early part of the century, the teachers of " education " had little to-`
teach that was not to be found in older subjects or in the experience

, of practitioners. Now the difficulty is to choose from an embarrass-
ment of riches. It is very difficult to organize and professionalize % ,

properly what is chosen. Many topics taught in education courses
may be quite academic in nature, and worthless as professional ma-
terial. Excessive duplication among courses is still common. Ter-
minolwy is confused. And the failure of many courses in education,
as taught, to change very materially the skills, emotionalized atti-

. tudes, or possibilities of growth of the prospective teacher is a con-
stant challenge to the.conscientious teacher otyrofessional education....-Increasing specialization by workers in the broadening field of
education has led to the differentiation of curricula in nearly all
types of teacher-training institutions. A common recommqndation
of educationists is differentiation of offerings into primary, inter-
mediate, junior high sckol, and rural school work. At preient, the
teachers college leading to special-type diplomas or de-
grees are, in order of frequency : Home economics, 2-year normal

.wodit, elementary teaciling, intermediate teaching. music, mechanical
arts, and commercial education. Many other curricula are offered,
such as those for junior high school, kindergarten-primary, rural
school, and other types of work. In the State universities and in the
larger private institutions, there are almost as many teacher-training
curricula as there are majors in subject-matte44 fields; approximately
40, for instance, were offered near the clo,seAf the biennium at the
Univef4sity of Minnesota.

Rural school leaders have often asserted that the many special
eds of rural teachers are not adequately provided or in generalreacher-training curricula. Many teacher-training institutions are
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now making prov sion for special courses. (fifferentiated curricula,
or special Oepart wnts designed to care for the training of prospee-

tive rural teacht 's. In Connecticnt, some training in the rural
school bspects of education is required of chvery student in the nor-

mal schojois. Not more than one teacher in eight however, th
country over, is definitely preparing for rural school teaching.

The best results are secured in the preparation of 1s11n14choul

tea( hers in fully orpnized rural schaol department,,, which are

found in .their mocomplete development in 12 or 15 institution.
Adequate differentiation of offerings and activities in such depart-
ments,is characterized hy rural school laboratory or practice work,
distinct groups of trainees, differentiated curricuk, extension and
follow-up work for graduates and ex-students, a staff trained for

rural school teacher preparation, and specific and adequate financial

support. Some Objection has arisen to the development of spevial
rural, school departments. The arguments are that fundamentally
most of the elements in the rural school curriculum are common to

other curricula; that rural school curricula are too meager; and

that tlwre is little point in this age of rapiU interchange of popula-
tion to furtk.r set off the rural group from the urban One. Prob-

ably the matter of increased 'costs for separate rural education de-
prtments inspires some of these objections. It musf be admitted
that in'a locality where existing curricula are imulequate to provide
for the teacher needs of the rural population, there is certainly a

direct responsibility not met by the training institution. This is
a responsibility to be shared, however, by Stlites or localities wheel
do not offer sufficient inducements in salaries, or living conditions
to make it worth while for teachers to prepare .for rural school work.

The names of the degrees conferred by the institutions give little
indication of the nature of the curricula offered. In the teachers
colleges the B. A. degree is still most cbmmon. 14 is granted in
two-fifths or more of such institutions. Other degrees conferred
include the B. S., B. S. in Education,'A. B. in Education, Bachelor

in Educt.tion, and Others. Comparatively few State teachers col-

leges confengraduate degrees.
A majority of the teachers colleges still use the plan of offering

majors or minors. There i a growing tendency in many of the
colleges and universities which train teachers to dispense with these
terms in connection wich the offerings in teacher training; neither the

term " major " nor " " denotes very well the program of

professional Aud1es4Ind activities 4undert aken.
Entirely toO little agreement ekists among State teachers colleges

RS to what courses should be required, or as to bow many should

be required. In.education, for instance, slightlymore than half the
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courses offered in the several curricula, on the average. are pre-
Fcribed. SlightlY 'iess than one-third are directed electives and a4mut
one-fifth my free electives. The required subjects in educatioN in
half pr mor( %)1' the teachers colleges art; : Observation or prActice
teaching, principles of teaching (or of education). educational psy-
chology, sr.cial methods, history of education, introduction to teach-
ing (or to educat ion), and educational Inelsurements. Two courses
only, practice teaching and edli(atio.nal psychology, are uniformly re-
quired in the teachers; colleges. Tn the 2-vear normal schools, the
number of prescribed subjects, both in education and in ucademic
sifnject Matter, much greater than in the 4-year institutions. In
the colleges and piniversitie the revired untlerKaduate .ithjects in
education correspond roughly to those in the teachers colleges; ern-+
phasis, in the colleges and universities, is put more on courses in edu-
catioil bearing on high-school "teaching, and not so many courses in
education are required ior graduation.

The content and organization of the subject, matter in ih several
professional courses, as taught in the better schools, are subject to
constant change as research advances and as a better understanding
is attained of the needs of teachers. In psychology, for iv :tance,
there is a decided tendency to cut down On the strictly technical
phases of the -subject. The value of many topics in general psychol-
ogy to a busy teacher is often questioned. "More actual observatiorr
and study are now made of the men 1 and emotional reactions of
children. The hill's of leArning pp1it411 to particular subjects are
stresod. Emphasis is Put on sui}i topics as behavior, tests of per-
sonality, and ment al hygiene. Thorndike has emphasized additional
possibilities in adult learning, and Charters and Horne, among
ottwrs, have suggested improved techniques in character education.

Introduction to teaching or to education. comparatively a new
tudy but it is a Popular one. A number of the best teachers :;Iffer

some regular observation work with. children in connection with the
course. The aim- of the coursee is 'not yet sufficiently ckar in 'the
minds of many iiitstiructors, but, nevertheless, educAtors usually agrei .

as to the value of the work.
In the special methods courses, instructors are getting away from

The earlier textbook presentations Qf simple teaching devices, With-
out practice in the use of such devices the point, of diminishing
rqurns in their presentation is soon reached. I Iiu best teachers of
special 'methods are now endeavoring to take hohl of subject matter
in a fundamental way and* to instruct and 4611 the prospective
teacher in its proper selection and Imilsentation. to children. This
ircIthod is a safe rock to anchor io; less fundamentie metho4s of
teachhig shift with the tides.
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Educational measurements, under various titles, are usually offereir
as a two or three semester hour course. In some institutions the
subject matter in this field is taught as a part of educational psy-
chology. Educational measurements is a rapidly growing field;
more than 550 educational and mental tests were available in com-
mercial quantities at the close of the biennium. The er4hasis is
now on diagnostic testing. Some attention is given to informal
test. _construction, Very simple statistical procedures only are pre-
sented. The chief emphasis is on tests of nonintellectual traits,
such as attitudes, character, and emotions. Analytical measures,
rather than general blanket measures, are 11)%v applied to intellectual
traits.

Principles ivf education continue to draw, with constantly shift-
ing emphasis, from philosopliy, sociology, psychology, methods, prac-
tical experience, and common sense. The realization is growing that

principles " in education, as in other fields, tire relative. "They are
largely dependent for their validity, in a rapidly changing age, upon
the stage of advancement of educational science and philosophy.

*History of education. while still required in many teachers col-
kges, Occupies a less and less important place in the training pro-
gnlm. The tendency now among progressive curriculum builders is
to leave the subject out entirely in the 2-year ciririculum and to
require it for one term or semester in the third or fourth year of
the 4-"year curriculum.

The professionalization of subject matter continues to afford a
fruit ful topic of discussion among many leaders in teacher train-
ing. The normal schools and teachers colleges, as a whole, are inclined
to emphasize the teaching of professional education. The liberal
arts institutions and the technical schools which train teachers are
more inclined to trust in the efficacy of academic or technical sub-
ject-matter offerings. The proponents of the idea of professioalized
subject matter busy themselves with the idea of preventing a lopsided
development otteacher training in either professional education or in
traditional subject-mattet offerings.

While the concept of professionalized subject mailer has not yet
been reduced to a very workable form, it represents undoubtedly
the most valuable attempt made so far to reconcile some very trouble-
some differences of opinion in curriculum construction. In some
fashion or other, the concept affects the organization and practice
of teacher training in most of our progressive institutions. The most
promiing growth in the development of the idea is to be found in
progressive institutions with professionally trained staff members
who are given abundant opportunity to participate in the teaching of
children in the laboratory school, and lo experiment in subject-matter

I.
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. presentation. While many excellent instructors admit their inabilityto define professionalized subject matter, nevertheless, as a resultof thoughtful experimentation and fruitful experience in the teachingof children, such instructors gi ve :special treatment to academic or
technical subject matter that differentiates these materials rather
markedly from the traditional courses in such fields. The bestinstructors afford prospective teachers new vievi of familiar mate-rial. Larger potssibilities are revealed fc,r the` use of such materialin the public schools, and the methodology which the trainee often
unconsciously acquires is in the highest sense professional. These
outcomes, which are inherent in the definition of prolessionalized
subject matter, are now quite commonly attained in the best workof ezipert teachers.

The arts and science subjects are, of course, standard content in
most teacher-training institutions. The humanistic studies are uni-fwmly a required element in some degree in nearly all curricula.Such subjects are largely cultural in function, but since they are apart of the necessary equipment of a teacher they are also of pro-
fessional value. The sciences are offered not only as elements inthe prospective teacheCs general education but also as preptiratorytraining for some of the vocations The liberal arts and related
offerings of many of the larger teachers colleges have become suffi-
ciently adequate to result in the accreditment as standard 4-yearfcolleges of a number of such i stitutions by the North Central
Association of Colleges and Seco idary Schools.

The so-called special subjects, such as public-school music, ari, andPhysical education and health, have become almost as " regular " asEnglish or student teaching. These special or nonacademic sub-,.,jects are usually required in most normal schools and teachers col-leges and in varying degrees in the colleges and universities. Thepresent demand for teache'rs of such nonacademic work is illustratedin the field of health and physical education. An estimated numberof 20,000 full-time teachers of the subject are employed in the'srhoolsof this country.
Me demand is growing rapidly for the establishment of newcourses and curricula for the training of teachers 6f -subnormalchildren. An estimated number of 1,000,000 subnormal children of

gramniar-school age, most of whom are educable, are becoming theincreasing concern of public-school officials. More, than one-third-of the States have recogn.ized in some way in school legislation theneeds 6! these important groups of future citizens. School employ-ment officials, however, have been forced by the inadequate supplyof trained teachers for exceptional children to draw almost entiielyupon superior tedchers whose chief qualifications are experience and

,
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personality. A dozen or more institutions, such as Teachers College,
Columbia University, and the Training-.School at Vineland, N. J.,
now offer special work for teadiers of libnormal or of -superior
children.

The demands for teachers of vocational agriculture, home eco-
ft nomics, trades and industries, commercial work, and similar subjects

have led to vigorous and sustained programs of teacher training iii
these fields during the past 10 years. The amount of financial sup-
port available is an important factor in curriculum development.
Under the provisions of the Smith-Hughes Act Federal funds for
the training of vocational teachers, supervisors. an0 directors of
agricultural subjects and teachers of trade and industrial and home
economics subjects, has'made available for the current year a total
of approximately $1.100,000, which is matched by State or local
money. Many of the wealtlq States, especially those in which
agriculture is an important industry. have added very greatly to
the Federal funds available for each State.

Many of the existing trends in teache. training as a whole are
reflected, of course. in the training of teachers of vocational subjects.
The field is a virile and growing one. and constant and fruitful
efforts are being made by leaders in vocational education to evaluate
and redirect their Programs. Among many items enga,ring current
attention may be mention*ed the expansion of teacher-training offer-'
ings in home economics; the formulation of clearer bbjectives for
each type of training activity and training ¡trency, following con-
tinuous studies of the requirements of vocational teaching positions
and the individual needs of trainees; the formulation of definite
standards for each training agency; and increased provisions in the
construction of curricula for the training of local leaders, such
as supervisors and directors.

Standards of admissions have been greatly strengthened in prac-
tically all the StatAi teacher-training institutions, and the laxity in
some schools, which was a source of concern a few wars ago, has
been largely eliminated. The American Association of Teachers
Colleges has set a minimum quantitatiw requirement for college
entrance at 15 units of secondary-school work or the equivalent.
Such work. must be in secon ary schools ,approved by the State
department of public instructiol, and of similarly approved quality
and quantity, or must be evidenced by the results of examinations.
The regutations governing the admission of special students cor-
respond fairly closely to the regulations adopted by the liberal arts
colleges. Instances of present practice in respect to the matter of
admissions are shown in the Pennsylvania State normal schools for
which students qualify for entrance only if ?graduates of 4-year high

.
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schooLs approved by the State department of public instruction.
Beginning in the fall of 1928, Michigan State normal schools willucept only graduates of high schools accredited by the University
of Michigan.

Criticism of the scholarship of young teachers by emiiloyers andcomplaint concerning subject-matter deficiencies of newly ndmitted
high-school graduates have led to the adoption of several expedients
to remedy these conditions. A. few teachers colleges require the
student, to pass examinations in certain elementary school subjects
before admission or before actual teaching is begun. The old typerevie* courses lor college credit have nearly all been discontinued.
Various kinds of noncredit " hospitalization" or " make-up " coursesare now offered. More attention has been directed to the needs ofthe high school in respect to its function as a preparatory agencyfor teacher-trainin(r incAitutions. About a dozen training institu-t- ,.
awls now cooperate with high schools in arranging secondary-schoolC.brses of study for students who plan eventually to enter the
teachers colleges.

In graduate work in education a new emphasis is seen in the
recent modification of regulations in the University of Southern Cali-fornia and in Stanford University. The usual research work neces-
sary for the completion of the dissertation is largely dispensed with,and the time thus saved is devoted to the mastery of academic,
technical, or professional content. Perhaps 75 per cent of all' grad-_
lute students who secure a doctor's degree, other than in medicine,
law, or theology, enter teaching, and research or the job is only aminor activity for most of them. Mom teachers are needed who are
especially trained for work in the junior colleges, normal schools,
anti colleges. The new graduate prografts of study which lead
to a practitioner's degree are designed to prepare such teachers.

Of all the tendencies in curriculum revision and construction dur-ing the biennium perhaPs the outstanding one is the displacement ofthe old method of constructing curricttla on the basis of frequency
of practice in the larger institutions and the adoption instead of more
scientific methods of curriculum construction. Such scientific m'ethods
include the study of ptrsonal traits of the prospective teacher which
are important as professional assots and the study of the specific
activities which teachers undertake on the job. As a. result of suchstudies, efforts are now made to improve the quality of instructionalmaterials rather 'than merely to increase the quantity. Teachertrainers hive been convinced that the two, three, and even four yearcurricula are not long enough. Now they are becoming convinced thatsuch clricula are neither wide enough nor deep enough. They have
come to an increasing recognition of the present limitations of the

ar-
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training institutions in respect to the professional development of
the trainee not only in sound scholarship of the right sort but also
in appropriate emotionalized attitudes, professional ideals, and
capacity fqr future growth.

Sensing in somewhat uncertain fashion the needs which have long
been, pointed out by the public and by employers of teachers, in-
stitutional officers have made many changes in methodology, in
curriculum offerings. and in institutional activities, to the end that
personality, managerial ability, character, attitudes, and a host of
related traits might receive recognition in the training programs.
The teaching of health and physical education and of art and music
has been given attention. The offices of (lean of men and of women
have been established. Character education has been attempted.
Extracurricular activities and offefings of many kinds have been
fostered, but the objectives of all such activities and offerings have
never been unified, nor, indeed, quite clear.

The time now seems near when all these so-called extracurricular
training activities and agencies may be definiteiy incorporated as
integral and essential parts of a newer and broader curriculum.
Sound srholarship of the right sort will always be the keystone uti-
lized by curriculum builders. But in tile whole arch many stones
are needed. It is ,not impossible that many of these may yet be
discovered to be the odd pieces which have been long relegated to
the rubbish heap.

THE TRAINING SCHOOL

The training school is theoretically considered the center around
which the whole training program should revolve. Itis the labora-
tory school work that, chiefly characterizes teacher training. The
minimum amount of student teaching accepted in the standards of
the AmericanAssociation of Teachers Colleges is at present 90 clock
hours. The aveyage teachers college actually requires a larger num-
ber of hours. As a rule, four semester hours or six quarter hours of
college credit are granted for 90 clock hours of work. The minimum
required in the colleges and universities ftries but is usually con-
siderably less than in the teachers colleges. The amount is often
determined by the minimum accepted for certification by the State
departments.

Some of the aims most commonly accepted at present for student
leaching are: To enabhi the inexperienced teacher to feel at home in
the classroom; to give individual assistance to each teacher in
personal problems of classroom management and instruction; to
develop Itvorable emotional and intellectual attitudes toward teach-
ing and education as a whole; to secure a degree of control over the
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simple techniques of instruction and pupil management ; and to
develop the capability for further growth.

The training school building is an integral part of most of the
normal school and teachers college plants. Considerable attention is
devoted to the improvment of the plans for such buildings. The
special needs of a training school building are legion in respect to
practice rooms, model adniinistrative offices, conference rooms, offices
for training iipervisors, and abundant facilities for special training
programs. Slightly more than half of the State universities have
their own training school buildings. Near-by high schools are often
utilized igatead and the public-school teachers are frequently
empowered to act as training superyisors or denlonstration teachers.
Nearly all the teachers colleges have their own fully controlled train-
ing facilities, LIIghtlV less than three7fourths have separate buildings,
and-14)out two-fifths have addition, lining facilities ¡ri the public

_schools.
The consensus of opinion now is that an ideal situatinn provides

for a campus school for the development, under constant supervision,
of teaching skill. Public schools should also be utilized when pos-sible, for in them the trainees may best obtain exposure to typisAl
school conditions. The training program, either in campus or in off-
campus schools, usually functions much better when under the com-
plete control of the training institution. Local conditions. of course,
sometimes render this impossible.

" Apprentice " teaching. that is, student teaching during which
the trainee leaves the institution for a limited period and teachesor assists in teaching.a regular class. apparently gains ground very
slowly if lit all. owing among other reasons, to the expense and diffi-
culty of supervision. In some institutions, such as Ohio State Uni-versity, the work has been very highly developed and excellent re-.suits are sPcured.

In general, training-school curricula, for obvious reasons, follow
in some degree the State courses of slimly. The improvement of
such courses of study is within the province of tie training school
and is undertaken in some .way in a growing number of up-to-date
institutions. Between one-fifth and one-fourth of the teachers
colleges make their own training-school courses of study.

There is an increasing tendency to base instruction of trainees on
actual analyses of their needs: one study, for instance, shows, the
difficulties reported by student teachers to be, in order of frequency:
Devising and managing educational seat work. managing tivo or more
sections of children simultaneously, teaching beginners, teaching
children how to study, teaching phonics, teaching subject matter inthe common branches, and pupil management.

!
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4 In methodology, the training supervisors, wfiile usually up to
date, are moderatelyzconservative. Only a few trams remain of
the Herbartianism of a generation or so ago. More self-direction
is permitted the trainee as well as the pupil. The desirability of
controlled conditions in typical training exercises, however, remains
unquestioned.

The office of director.or dean of training is now becoming common.
A high type of professional Worker js developing in, this position,
which, under the presidency, is One of the most important in the whole
institution. .A superior type of training supervisor is growing up
who occupies a sort. of intermediate level between the director of
training and the regular demonstration teacher. An important,.
function of the director of training may wyll be to develop and main-
tain coordination of the instructional activities of the training super-
visors and demonstration teachers With the iilstruction of the main
institution. Such coordination is at prusent an Outstanding need
both in the academic program of instruction and in the laboratory-
school training program.

ntunber of small-liberal-arts colleges and junior colleges are en-
deavoring to realize their primary aim of offering liberal eaucation
and at the same time to train teachers. The necessity of establish-
ing an expensive laboratory-training program is leading to difficulties
in a number of these institutions as progressive State departments
continue to set standards higher and higher.

In general, most in*titutions are not wholly satisfied with their
existing student, teaching facilities. The" school typically
does not afford anything like all the exercises desirable for the extra-
ordinarily vari-ed practical experiences necessary for the preparation
of a well-trained teacher. The expense of maintaining special hous-
mg facilities and ,a typical training staff of 10 or 12 members is
quite large. Often the number of training-school pupils is inade-
quate. The. training staff is; usually undertrained. Probabl the
chief directions of future progress will center about the raising of
qualifications of the training-school staff, the provision of additional
plant and facilities, and improvement of the materials and tech-
niques of training discovered as a result of the rapidly increasing
amount of research in the field.

IMPROVEMENT OF FACULTY INSTRUCTION

Great interest has been expressed (luring the biennium in the im-
provement of the instruction offered by the teacher-training staff.
The influence of ,vxample in teaching is particularly strong in in-
stitutions which/train teachers, and it is inconsistent to maintain
expensive demonstration iichQois and at the same time permit ilipshod
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work among the regular instructors of the Institutions. The chief
means uridertaken for the' improvement of college and normal school
instruction are:

1. The requirement of greater scholastic training for instructors.
The mere possession of the Ph. D. degree, however, offers no assurance
that a specialist is a good classroom teacher.

2. The requirement of more work in professional education, more
especially in courses dealing with elementary teaching. The value of
such work apparently depends somewhat upon the courses taken. upon
their practical application. and upon the attitude of the individual
instructor toward improvement.

3. Increased requirements in teaching experience for staff members.
The colleges and universit ies do not usually stress such requirements.
Teachers of education in the normal schools and teAchers colleges,
especially the training supervisors, are usually expected to have
public-school experience.

4. Supervision of instruction. This has been undertaken in a few
institutions, as, for example, in Colorado State Teachers College, at
Greeley. It is difficult in most institutions to secure men with suitable
personality traits and sufficient professional and general training to
influence very much the general faculty body. Tradition is all
aga.inst " supervision " which involves routine inspections and auto-
cratic dem.ands from above. However, advances have been made in
helping the younger Or Ore inexperienced instructors. in some cases
by direct supervisory assistance. Improvi%ments in methods of con-
structing tests and examinations and of the proper selection and
presentation of subject matter are examples of the activities under-
taken.

5. Cooperative research projects undertaken by staff members on
institutional problems. Very satisfrictory results have been secured
in a few institutions, such as the University of Minnesota.

. 6. Curriculum revision. Duplicat iQns 'among courses and topics
are reduced, better selections of materials are made, courses are better
defined, and lines of curriculum expansion are determined.

7. Specific recognition of superior teaching ability by increase of
salary or by promotions. Little progress is noted in this apparently
logical method of stimulating faculty advancement.

TEACHER PLACEMENT

There is a growffig realization among teacher-training institutions
that the complete cycle of institutional sèrvice to the individual and
to the State is not rounded out when the student leaves the institution.
Curricula are frequently differentiated with great minuteness; the
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student is trained for primary or intermediate work or for work in
one or two academic subjects. Upon graduation, however, chance or
fancy too often determines the kind of position secured. Some boards
of education do not yet realize the desirability of specialized training
for their teachers. A. blanket normal schoordiploma or a degree in
any' field suffices. The tendency is for the teacher to take the first
attractive position, as determined by salary, good location, or perhaps
necessity, which is offered. When conditions are such that teachers
s'ecure positions unlike the ones for which they were prepared, the
differentiated training program may be even less effective than an
und fferentiatedi one.

Definite organization of placement activities is highly desirable
in any institution. Even a part-time placement officer must be given
adequate facilities and time to do thorough work. At present, of the
normal schools and State-supported universities and colleges which
train teachers, approximately one-fifth make no definite provisiow
for placoment service. Individual professors,,the president, and
various training officials assist the +test students to any ;atractive
positions that happen to be reported. vacant. In about one-fifth of
these publicly supported institutions, some- official, such as the direc-
tor of training or dean of education, assists part. time in the
placement of teachcrs. In these institutions there are no placement
bureaus. In about three-fifths of all teacher-training institutions
definitely organized placement bureaus function for the benefit of
employers and prospective teachers.

In all, the cost of placing a teacher ranges from $8 to $12 per
registrant in the typical institutions. Most of the institutions charge
the students no fees for placement service. "[sin Illy the superior
teachers are given first chances at the best positions. Perhaps a third
of the registrants, usually the less promising ones, are left to shift for
themselves and quite often secure places for which they have had
little specific preparation.

There is.at present no adequate recognition of the possibilities of
making the Placement function a decidedly professional one; the
work is still too largely clerical. A scientific study of the actual
needs of new teachers on the job should go hand in hand with the
development of a thoroughgoing placement service. The specific
weaknesses and needs of teachers in the field are too often inade-
quately reported to the ihstitutiont The Placement bureau could
study its function as a connecting; link between the instructors of the
institution and the teachers of the State. As a result of such studies
considerable improvement could be made in the nature of existing
objectives of the Placement burran and of the institution as a whole.
Other studies could be made concerning such niatters as the quali-
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tative demands of the teacher market and% concerning ways and meansfor improving the present irregular distribton of teachers overthe district served by the institution.

TRAINING OF TEACHERS IN SERVICE
The training possessed by the average teacher is two years or morebelow the tentative standard set. by most. educators as a desirable

minimum. Teachers with one or two years training must keepabreast of rising requirements from year -to year. Improvemeut
in educational methods and teaching techniques are constant. Eventhe teacher originally well trained, after three or four years ex-perience, tends, as his work Ivcornes routinized, to reach a standstill
in professiOnal improvement. Teachers have subscribed to the belief
that .the best time to learn anything is the time when one needs orwishes to know it. Institutionalized training conducted intensivelyover a comparatively brief period is not enough. Hence a varietyof agencies has arisen to care,for the needs of an increasing num..ber of teachers who realize that professional education, as well.as education in general, is a lifelorig process. Class extension
courses, correspohdence couites, conferences of teachers, both grad-uate and undergraduate summer school work, short courses, and other
'professional education programs of training in service, have beensoundly established as integral parts of fully developed institutionaland State teacher-training programs.

The State, county, or city usually sets up a program of super-vision which is really a form of teacher training, and which, of
course, frequently includes service to the normal school graduate.
Occasionally, the normal school _or teachers college establishes afollow-up semisupervisory program for recent graddates. Examplesof this service are found in the Central Missouri State Teachers
College, in the Eastern State Teachers College of South Dakota, and
elsewhere. Another plan of training in service which is found
occasionally is that of local or regional conferences pf young teachers
as in the normal school attWestfield, Mass. Itinerant ieaclwr train-ing is undertaken chietl- bl colleges of agriculture. This service isdwigned primarily to help the recent graduate of the institutiori toput into practice what he has learned and otherwise to hasten his
professional development.

The extension of training into the period- of employment istrated at the State Teachers College at Buffalo, N. Y. Thecollege has an agreement with near-by institutions which enablesgraduates of the institution to receive advanced college credit forprobationary work in teaching centers in Buffalo. Strong advisoryteachers are a necessary part of the plan. This program extenda
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over a period of theee years, during which as many as 12 college
credits may be secured. At the University of Cincinnati certain
graduate students may secure credit for work toward the I. A.
degree for successful teaching done under controlled conditions in
the city schools. This work is carried on in connection With Om
students' university work in education.

An example of the possibilities of evening school work for teachers
is; shown at Seattle. .More than SOO teachers and principals regis-
iered during a recent session for credrt in professional courses. City
authorities suggest that such a number invites comparison With the
enrollentm of nianv fair-si zed colleges.

Almost without exception all the agencies and activities for train-
ing in service have increased in both number and scope during the
biennium. Above all, tinby have become largely plofessional in
Objective and method.

The training institution which confines its activities to the campus
alone is losing sight of one of the most. significant tendencies of
the decade in_ the whole matter ois the professional education of
teachers. It is passing by an excellent opening for futurQ expansion
of institutional service to the State.

CONCLUSION

Of the dozen or more tendencies in teacher training during the
biennium which have been briefly outlined, witich are most signifi-
cant ? All the trends mentioned are too closely related in cause and
effect to evaluate as separate movements. Slight advancement ih one
phase of educational activity may be more significant than great.
adv4ncement in another. In each tendency discussed, however, there
arein varyina degrees evidences of genuine progress.

Teacher training and public-school education naturally share the
same tenden,cies. Coincident with the growth of wealth the financial
support of public education has more than doubled in a. decade and
the number of students in the schools has increased far more,rapidly.
in Proportion than the population of the country. This is evidence
that the confidence of the general public in education has been main-
tained and extendiad. The public, which pays the present annual
bill of $2,0001000,000' for education, does so only because it is getting
in the main the services it wishes; that is, not only the maintenance
a the existing level of social iiitelligence, but also a satisfactory
increment of the elen-lents of civilization it prizes most.

As never. before, social leaders perceiv.e that the continuation and
advancement of an increasingly complex civilization are absolutely
dependent upon the work of the teachers. They transmit the major
portion of the social heritage frqm generation to generation replacing
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the losses due to human disabiiity and death. Society is not content
to have novices and incompetents depoil the materials and break up
the machinery of progress.

In the Iasi- analysis, however, it is the margin of increase front
generation to generation in the destirable elements of our socia1 herit-
age that alone justifies an increase in our immense program of public
education. The enormously increased support, then, of society for
public education and for teacher training is an outstanding tendency
which has a t wofold meaning; it is the recognition* by society of
value received, and it affords abundant proof of the fundamental
faith of humanity in its own progressive evolution. Increased sup-
port of education demands greater :-ervice in return by teachers and
bv teacher trainers. The increa;:ed standards of selection and of
training for teachers, the increase in number of teacher-training
agencies, and the improvement of their offerings are but the ways
and meíns of justifying the support by society of the most out-
standing agency arJiuman progress--2-the public school.

As to the iminediate needs Of the future, the necessity is clear for
maintaining the ntecessary flexibility of organization and viewpoint
among the training staffs which will assure the easy dik-semination
amolig them of the increasing flow of professional knowledge avail-
able. The teacher trainer must depend in large part for his profes-
sional advancement upon the discoveries of a'great number of
constructive educational and social agencies. But he himself has
abundant opportunity for creative work of the highest order. This
type of work is, in tact, his daily occupation. More scientific study
oT teacher training an(1 the development of a larger supply and more
vigorous type of educational leadership than at present exists in the
field are, perhaps, the outstanding neNis of the future.. The further
professional education and training of the teacher trainers them-
elves, therefore, will afford-an excellent index ilia future progress.
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